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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Capacity

Management
Operation
Maintenance
A CMOM program is a set of rules, guidelines and practices that work together to ensure that a sewage
collection system is properly managed, operated and maintained. The necessity and the requirements of
a CMOM program for municipal collection systems are governed by The Wisconsin Department of Natural
Resources (WDNR), state law and WPDES permit requirements. The WDNR describes the importance of a
CMOM program this way:
Sewers deteriorate over time and develop cracks, breaks, and blockages if not properly maintained.
Aging, out-of-sight, out-of-mind sewer systems can be neglected and thus not be inspected or
maintained on a regular basis. A CMOM Program is an effective, holistic management tool that
owners of collection systems (primarily municipalities) create to operate and manage a collection
system to significantly reduce, if not eliminate, sanitary sewer overflows and basement back-ups. It
assures sewage collection system owners proactively operate and maintain this significant and
valuable community infrastructure through planned ongoing maintenance and prioritizing
rehabilitation and replacement projects.
http://dnr.wi.gov/topic/wastewater/cmom.html
The WDNR has published a guidance document that outlines the components of a successful CMOM
program and provides a model for municipalities in the development of their own program. The City of
Superior has adopted this guidance document as the template for the City’s Program.
The WDNR identifies ten steps which when implemented comprise an effective CMOM Program. The
following pages describe the City of Superior’s approach to addressing each of these steps.
The ten steps to an effective CMOM Program are:
Step 1: Set Your Goals
Step 2: Know Your Organization
Step 3: Understand Your Legal Authority
Step 4: Operation & Maintenance
Step 5: Design and Performance Standards
Step 6: Emergency Overflow Response Plan
Step 7: Capacity Assurance Review
Step 8: Annual Self-Audit
Step 9: Special Studies
Step 10: Compliance Maintenance Annual Report
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SECTION 1 – GOALS
1.0

Excerpt from WDNR CMOM Guidance.

1.1

The City of Superior’s Goals

The goals outlined below are set by the City of Superior staff members based on Superior’s sewer
system, the annual budget, permit requirements, realistic accomplishments met in previous years,
and the state and federal code requirements. The goals that are set must be measurable
quantitatively and capable of an evaluation of progress at the end of each year. Based on these
goals and the achieved outcomes or future municipality needs, new goals will be set for the next
year.

The Program’s goals are to meet the General Standards listed in the WPDES Permit:
The sewage collection system is properly managed, operated, and maintained at all
times.
The sewage collection system provides adequate capacity to convey all peak design
flows.
All feasible steps are taken to eliminate excessive infiltration and inflow as defined in s.
NR 110.03 (14), cease sanitary sewer overflows and sewage treatment facility overflows
and mitigate the impact of such overflows on waters of the state, the environment, and
public health.
A process is in place to notify the public and other directly affected parties of any
incidents of overflows from the sewerage system.
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1.2

Annual reports are submitted in accordance with provisions of Ch. NR 208.

ESD’s CMOM Goals for 2014:

Revise Draft CMOM Program to follow Wisconsin CMOM Program Guidance.

□

Develop and implement an overflow emergency response plan.

Develop a CMOM Brochure in 2014 to be presented to customers in utility bills for
informational purposes.

□
□
□

Revise Sewer Use Ordinance to update the local limits for pre-treatment requirements.
Develop new local limits by 12/31/2014. Revise Sewer Use Ordinance by 12/31/2015.

Complete Lift Station #4 Force Main Preliminary Engineering Study and Design.

Budget for Lift Station #4 Force Main Repairs.
Begin construction on WWTP Wet Weather Optimization Projects in 2014.

□
□
□

Perform routine cleaning of all City owned sanitary and combined sewers once every
five years or the cleaning of approximately 30 miles of sewer annually. In 2014, ESD
intends to concentrate on cleaning East End/District 04 and Billing’s Park/District 06.

Inspect all combined and sanitary circular gravity sewers less than or equal to 48 inches
once every 15 years at an average of 8.2 miles of sewers each year. In 2014, ESD’s
intention is to concentrate on East End/District 04 and Billing’s Park/District 06.

Inspect all combined and sanitary manholes and inlets once every 15 years at an
average of 219 structures per year. In 2014, ESD’s manhole inspection goal is to
concentrate on combined and sanitary structures in Central Park/Districts 3A and
Billing’s Park/District 06.
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□
□
□

Perform on average 100 repairs or rehabilitations to sanitary and combined sewer
assets annually.

nd

nd

Flow Monitor East 2 Street Interceptor, Faxon Interceptor, and the East 2 Street
nd
Relief Sewer in 2014 to analyze the effects of the East 2 Street Relief Sewer Control
Structure Project constructed in 2012-2014.

nd

Perform Smoke Test of the Faxon Interceptor from East 2 Street to Hammond Avenue
in 2014. This is approximately 11,600 feet of sanitary sewer being smoke tested.
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SECTION 2 – ORGANIZATION
2.0

Excerpts from the WDNR CMOM Guidance.

2.1

The City of Superior’s Organization
An organizational structure, which delineates responsibilities and authority for each position, is an
important component of a CMOM program for a collection system. ESD’s organization, its
structure and communications, is very important to how the collection system is managed,
operated and maintained.

2.2

Do you have the following written organizational elements? Check those that you
have.
Ownership and governing body
The City of Superior operates under the laws of the State of as a City of the 3rd Class, and is
guided by its “Mission Statement”. The Mayor is elected for a four-year term and presides over
Council Meetings and is the Chief Executive Officer. Ten Councilors are elected for two-year,
staggered terms and represent specific districts of the City. The Common Council serves as the
legislative branch of our City government, enacting ordinances, resolutions, approving the
budget, setting policy and taking other action as necessary to guide the operations of the City
government.
The City of Superior Environmental Service Division is a division of the Public Works Department.
The Public Works Department is administered by the Public Works Director with oversight by the
Public Works Committee. The Public Works Committee is made up of three City Councilors with
one alternate. The Public Works Committee meets monthly to review and approve issues
relating to Public Works. The Public Works Committee is routinely updated on Environmental
Services facility and collection system performance.
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The Environmental Service Division is overseen by the Environmental Services Director who
reports to the Public Works Director. The Environmental Services Director oversees an
organizational hierarchy including other managerial and supervisory levels. Functional work
groups encompass all aspects of wastewater collection and treatment. Those areas include
Facility Engineering and Operations, Facility Maintenance, Collection System Engineering and
Operation, Laboratory Services, Asset Management and Administrative Services.

Organizational chart
Over the past 18 months the ESD has been working through an organizational review and
recommendation to revise the organizational structure. The goal is to establish an organizational
structure with a tiered hierarchy that better recognizes the varied work that employees perform.
The first phase of implementation involved the creation of the ESD Director position followed by
the second phase establishing the management level reporting to the Director. Phase three of
the reorganization is focused on the overall organizational structure encompassing all ESD
positions.
The City of Superior Human Resources Department maintains and creates the Organizational
Charts for the City of Superior. Organizational Charts are located on the City of Superior server
at \\10.10.7.42\HR Forms\City\Organization Charts\2013

Personnel and position descriptions
Position descriptions for each worker and manager are maintained by the Human Resource
Department. The position descriptions are created, revised, and approved by Human Resources
Department, ESD, and City Council. Position descriptions are located on the City of Superior
server at \\10.10.7.42\HR Forms\City\Job Descriptions\

Internal communication procedures
ESD has phone trees for emergency call-outs. There are two different phone trees
depending on whether the emergency call-out is within the collection system or within
the treatment plant, lift stations, or Combined Sewer Treatment Plants (CSTP’s). These
two phone trees are located at the following locations:
\\ESDFILESERVER\Admin\Forms_Templates

Public information and education program
Because the collection system is a large community asset that is out-of-sight, out-of-mind, it is
important to communicate the benefits of a CMOM Program to the public. ESD has a Public
Education Involvement and Relations Program (PEIR Program), employs two staff members to
educate the public on sewer issues through educational programs. The PEIR Program will be
coordinating dissemination of CMOM education to the public through brochures, the City of
Superior website, elementary school tours, etc.
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In 2014 ESD is going to develop a CMOM informational brochure that will be mailed with utility
bills and may be available on the City of Superior website. The first brochure that is being mailed
out in July of 2014 will focus on private sewer later education for the homeowner.
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SECTION 3 – LEGAL AUTHORITY
3.0

Excerpt from WDNR CMOM Guidance.

3.1

The City of Superior’s Legal Authority
Adequate legal authority is the foundation of a successful CMOM Program. In order to operate
and maintain the sewer system, the City must have legal authority in place. Legal authority
provides the utility with the ability to establish sewer service charges; to regulate and control the
type, volume and strength of wastewater being discharged into the sewer system; to regulate
grease from restaurants and institutions; to connect new developments; to plan and specify
sewer design, installation and maintenance; to require private sewer inspections and
rehabilitation; and to enforce actions for noncompliance, permits, fees, and fines.

3.2

Legal Authority

Check those items for which you have legal authority.
Sewer Use Ordinance last revised on October 1, 2013.
Pretreatment or Industrial Control Programs (list all significant users).
The list of all Pretreatment Industrial Users is maintained by our Pretreatment
Coordinator & found at the following location: \\ESDFILESERVER\Water Quality
Programs\Pretreatment\LINKO
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Fat, Oil, and Grease (FOG) Control (list all FOG contributing users).
The City of Superior ESD semi-annually cleans certain sewers known to have issues with
fat, oil, and grease. The sewer cleaning schedules are maintained in a database located
at: \\ESDFILESERVER\Working Foreman\Database

Illicit Discharges by Commercial or Industrial Users
The City of Superior’s Sewer Use Ordinance Chapter 114, Article VIII – Illicit discharge and
Illicit Connection, Sections 114-231 through Section 114-254 discusses the City of
Superior’s role and legal authority within
http://library.municode.com/HTML/13990/level3/PTIICOOR_CH114UT_ARTVIIIILDIILCO.ht
ml#TOPTITLE

Private Property Clear Water (sump pumps, roof or foundation drains)
The City of Superior’s Sewer Use Ordinance Chapter 114 – Utilities, Article II. Sewer
Usage, Division 1. Generally Sec. 114-24 discusses the City of Superior’s role and legal
authority related to new connections within the sewage system. The Sewer Use
Ordinance can be found at the following location:
https://library.municode.com/HTML/13990/level4/PTIICOOR_CH114UT_ARTIISEUS_DIV1
GE.html#PTIICOOR_CH114UT_ARTIISEUS_DIV1GE_S114-25EXUSTRWO

Sec. 114-24. - New connections to sewage system. (City of Superior Sewer Use
Ordinance)
No premises shall be connected to the sewage system unless properly designed and
constructed. For those parts of the sewage system designed to carry only sanitary sewage
or sanitary and industrial sewage, no new connections shall be permitted from such
sources as roof leaders, yards, area drains, foundation drains, cooling water discharges,
drains from springs and swampy areas, manhole covers, cross connections from storm
sewers and combined sewers, catch basins, stormwaters, surface runoff, street wash
waters, or drainage.

Private Lateral Inspections/Repairs
The City of Superior’s Sewer Use Ordinance Chapter 114 – Utilities, Article II. Sewer
Usage, Division 1. Generally Sec. 114-23 discusses the City of Superior’s role and legal
authority related to private lateral inspections and repairs within the sewage system. The
Sewer Use Ordinance can be found at the following location:
https://library.municode.com/HTML/13990/level4/PTIICOOR_CH114UT_ARTIISEUS_DIV1
GE.html#PTIICOOR_CH114UT_ARTIISEUS_DIV1GE_S114-23BUSECO
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The City of Superior inspects each new and repaired private sewer service (lateral)
connection from the city sewer main to the house.
Sec. 114-23. - Building sewers and connections. (City of Superior Sewer Use Ordinance)
The applicant for the building sewer permit shall notify both the director of public works
and the wastewater division of public works when the building sewer is ready for
inspection and connection to the municipal sewer. The connection shall be made under
the supervision of the director of public works or his or her representative.

Service and Management Agreements (list the agreements)
The City of Superior’s Sewer Use Ordinance, Part II, Code of Ordinances, Chapter 2 –
Administration, Article IX. Bid Procedure for Certain City Purchases, discusses the City of
Superior’s bid procedure for purchasing emergency services. The Sewer Use Ordinance
can be found at the following location:
https://library.municode.com/HTML/13990/level3/PTIICOOR_CH2AD_ARTIXBIPRCEPU.ht
ml
Sec. 2-381. Exceptions to section 2-380. (City of Superior Sewer Use Ordinance)
Emergency purchases of services. For purposes of this exception, an emergency purchase
exists when, in the opinion of the mayor and responsible department head, the delay
caused by following the request for proposals procedure may disrupt city operations,
subject the city to significant risk of substantial cost or liability, endanger property or
persons in the city or otherwise place the city in a position of significant disadvantage.

Enforcement Actions (discuss the steps and procedures)
The City of Superior’s Sewer Use Ordinance, Part II, Code of Ordinances, Chapter 1 –
General Provisions, Sec. 1-14. Citations and deposit for violation of certain provisions,
discusses the City of Superior’s lists the different citations possible, code sections, amount
of citations and departments authority for delivering citations. The Sewer Use Ordinance
can be found at the following location:
https://library.municode.com/HTML/13990/level2/PTIICOOR_CH1GEPR.html
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SECTION 4 – OPERATION & MAINTENANCE
4.0

Excerpt from WDNR CMOM Guidance.

4.1

The City of Superior’s Operation & Maintenance
Collection system Operation and Maintenance is the essential element of a CMOM Program.
Failure is inevitable to any asset without regular maintenance and repairs. Studies show that
optimizing collection system performance depends on specific maintenance tasks and
frequencies. The City of Superior’s Operation and Maintenance tasks and frequencies for the
sewer system are shown below.

4.2

Operation and Maintenance Activities
Does your Collection System Annual Maintenance Program include the
following activities? Check those items that you have done in the last twelve
months.

Cleaning (% of system/year)
The purpose of sewer cleaning is to maintain continuous service to customers and
mitigate the likelihood of sanitary sewer overflows and basement backups. Accumulation
of debris, roots and grease over time may cause a blockage and an interruption of
conveyance in the sewer. An interruption of conveyance may result in sanitary sewer
overflows and backups of sewage into basements. ESD has a goal of performing routine
cleaning of City owned sanitary and combined sewers once every five years or the
cleaning of approximately 30 miles of sewer annually. This comprises 20% of the
system. Over a five year period, beginning in 2009, the wastewater collection system
cleaning program has cleaned an average of 40 miles of wastewater sewer per year. In
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2013 approximately 40 miles were cleaned located primarily in District 02/Central
Business District and District 09/Mid-town. For 2014 the ESD intends to concentrate
cleaning sewers in District 04/East End and District 06/Billings Park.
The Cleaning and maintenance database is located at the following location:
\\ESDFILESERVER\Working Foreman\Database\Work Order Record

Root Removal (% of system / year)
The ESD has identified areas of chronic root intrusion. These areas are addressed with
mechanical root removal twice annually. These areas comprise 1.4% of the system. In
addition to this focused root removal, 20% of the system is cleaned annually which also
addresses root concerns.

Flow Monitoring (% of system / year)
ESD installs, maintains, operates, and analyzes the data from their own fleet of portable area
velocity flow monitors for the collection system. ESD has been collecting flow monitoring data
since the early 1990’s and has data from approximately 218 installations. In addition to area
velocity flow monitoring, ESD utilizes a portable ultrasonic flow meter to collect data on
pressurized pipes within the collection system forcemains and treatment plant.
ESD performed portable area velocity flow monitoring analysis on 7% of the system in 2013. ESD
also performs flow monitoring within the wastewater treatment plant and at lift stations with a
portable ultrasonic flow meter to verify flows or troubleshoot equipment. In 2014, ESD has a goal
nd
nd
of concentrating primarily along the Faxon Interceptor, East 2 Street Interceptor, and East 2
nd
Street Relief Sewer to analyze the effects of the East 2 Street Relief Sewer Control Structure
Project constructed during 2012-2014.

Smoke Testing (% of system / year)
ESD currently does not set a goal of achieving a certain % of the system/year. ESD performs smoke
testing to identify structural and I/I deficiencies within priority sewer sections on an as needed
basis.
In 2014, ESD intends to perform Smoke Testing on the Faxon Interceptor, focusing on areas
nd
possibly susceptible to creek flooding. The goal is to inspect the Faxon Interceptor from East 2
Street to Hammond Avenue, approximately 11,600 feet. Approximately 2,400 feet has been
smoke tested so far in 2014 along the Faxon Interceptor.
ESD has smoke tested 0.12 square miles (3,378,860 feet squared) of area throughout the City.

Sewer Line Televising (% of system / year)
ESD has set a goal of inspecting all combined and sanitary sewers once every 15 years at an
average of 8.2 miles of sewers each year. All televising performed is required to be NASSCO PACP
(Pipeline Assessment Certification Program) compliant. In 2013, ESD contracted to televise 16.6
miles of sewer in Mid-town/District 09 and Central Business District/District 02. In 2014, ESD’s
intention is to concentrate on East End/District 04 and Billing’s Park/District 06.
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ESD has televised 57 miles of sanitary and combined sewer over the past 15 years. In the past 5
years, ESD has implemented a routine televising program that has significantly increased the
number of televising inspections. In the past five years starting in 2009, the ESD has televised an
average of 8.8 miles annually. In 2013, ESD awarded a televising contract to inspect a total of 16.4
miles. The 2013 televising contract is still active, throughout 2014, with 9.1 miles left on the 2013
contract.

Manhole Inspections (% of system / year)
Manhole structures are the principle means of access for proper collection system maintenance.
During a manhole inspection, the physical condition of a manhole is visually evaluated and then
systematically inventoried and catalogued. Effective manhole inspection and rehabilitation is
necessary to improve structural integrity, address public safety related issues, and implement
general system maintenance needs of the collection system, all of which can contribute to
infiltration and inflow (I/I) and illicit discharges (ID).
The City of Superior, ESD Engineering Staff performs manhole inspections and records their
observations. The survey data and manhole inspection data is gathered into a database that is
being maintained digitally, along with pictures and GPS points of each manhole linked to the GIS
Sewer Basemap. ESD has a database to record inspections, which complies with the NASSCO
minimum standards for MACP (Manhole Assessment Certification Program).
ESD has set a goal of inspecting all combined and sanitary manholes and inlets once every 15 years
at an average of 219 structures per year. Since 1992, ESD has completed 2640 inspections, of
which, 1,765 were unique structure inspection on infrastructure that currently exists. This
represents inspection records for 68.5% of our current sanitary and combined manholes. In the
past 5 years, starting in 2009, ESD has inspected an average of 150 inspections per year. In 2013,
ESD inspected 219 structures in Mid-town/District 3B, Mid-town/District 09, and Central Business
District/District 02. In 2014, ESD intends on concentrating inspections in Central Park/District 3A
and Billings Park/District 06.

Lift Station O&M (# per L.S./ year)
For Lift Stations 1 – 4, the City of Superior ESD schedules five Preventive Maintenance
jobs per year (one annual, one semi-annual, one electrical, and two quarterly). For Lift
Stations 5 – 16, ESD schedules four Preventive Maintenance jobs per year (one annual,
one electrical, and two triennial).
In addition, ESD schedules wet well cleanings two times a year at each lift station (except
Lift Station 15), trash basket cleanings four or five times a year at lift stations that have
trash baskets, and grounds inspections at Lift Stations 5, 6, and 7 approximately six times
per year. There are also jobs scheduled to clean basins and exercise gates and valves at
Lift Stations 5 – 7.
In 2013, 151 Preventive Maintenance jobs were completed at lift stations:
st

Lift Station 1: (North 61 St. & Birch)
st
Lift Station 2: (North 21 St. & Royalton Ave.)
th
Lift Station 3: (North 15 St. & New York Ave.)
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7
11
11

rd

Lift Station 4: (North 3 St. & Cummings Ave.)
th
nd
Lift Station 5: (25 Ave. North & E. 2 St.)
th
nd
Lift Station 6: (46 Ave. East & E. 2 St.)
th
nd
Lift Station 7: (46 Ave. & E. 2 St.)
Lift Station 8: (Barkers Island (East))
Lift Station 9: (Barkers Island (Ship Store))
Lift Station 10: (Winter & Susquehana)
th
Lift Station 11: (Bridgeview & N. 18 Street)
th
Lift Station 12: (Wyoming Ave. & North 26 St.)
Lift Station 13: (Beacon Lane & Belknap Ave.)
Lift Station 14: (Meteor Museum)
Lift Station 15: (Landfill)
Lift Station 16: (Connor’s Point)

11
20
20
19
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
4
6

Manhole Rehabilitation (% of manholes rehabbed)
The sewer repair and rehabilitate program addresses structural deficiencies in manholes
and combined sewer inlets by applying engineering principles, standard specifications and
appropriate materials and equipment. The ESD has a goal to perform on average 100
repairs and rehabilitations to sanitary and combined sewers assets annually. Over the last
5 years, starting in 2009, the ESD has rehabilitated an average of 107 manholes annually.
In 2013 rehabilitation was completed on 110 structures. ESD’s goal for 2014 is to perform
on average 100 repairs and rehabilitations to combined and sanitary structures.
The Cleaning and maintenance database is located at the following location:
\\ESDFILESERVER\Working Foreman\Database\Work Order Record

Mainline Rehabilitation (% of sewer lines rehabbed)
Collection system priorities include addressing changing regulatory requirements governing the
sewer collection system. Coordination is done with regulatory agencies (WDNR, EPA) to affect
changes to the collection system that allow the city to maintain compliance while also providing
the best service and value to the citizens of Superior. Over the last 5 years, starting in 2009, the
ESD has rehabilitated an average of 3,633 feet of mainline sewer annually. In 2013, the City of
Superior replaced 5,420 feet of sanitary sewer with new sewer. In 2014, the City plans on
th
rehabbing 714 feet of sanitary/combined sewers along North 64 Street, between Butler and
Banks Avenue (this is a scheduled repair project). In addition, the City has already rehabilitated
200 feet of sanitary sewer along part in the Newton Creek area using a cured-in-place liner.

Private Sewer Inspections (% of system/year)
16

The City of Superior inspects new and rehabilitated private sewers services from the city sewer
main connection to the building. City, State and Federal codes are met through documentation,
testing, inspection, review of plan sets, and all applicable current engineering and construction
standards. The City of Superior ESD completed 62 private sewer inspections in 2013.

Private Sewer I/I Removal (% of private services)
The Stormwater Flood Control Program goal is to eliminate I/I through the separation of
footing drains from sanitary and combined sewers, house trap removal, and separation of
gray water connections to foundation drain systems. In addition, the installation of a
service clean-out, sump pump and backflow protection system is part of the program.
Televising inspection and electronic location of private building sewers is completed for
location for historical reference. This program has been highly effective at reducing
basement back-ups.
City, State and Federal codes are met through documentation, testing, inspection, review
of plan sets, and all applicable current engineering and construction standards. In 2013,
the Stormwater Flood Control Program (SFCP) had 53 participants. SFCP participation
varies from year to year, so ESD can’t project how many applicants will sign up in 2014.
The Stormwater Flood Control Program began as a Pilot Project in 2003. Since 2003, ESD
has had 386 homeowners participated in the Stormwater Flood Control Program. ESD has
had 140 participants complete the Stormwater Flood Control Program since 2003.
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SECTION 5 – DESIGN/PERFORMANCE PROVISIONS
5.0

Excerpt from WDNR CMOM Guidance.

5.1

The City of Superior’s Design and Performance Standard
The City of Superior uses the following design and performance standards to ensure that the
sewer meets or exceeds local, state, and federal code requirements.

5.2

Design and Performance Standards Procedures
Check those that apply to your collection system and include these documents
in your written CMOM Program
State Plumbing Code – Department of Commerce SPS – 382, Wisconsin Administrative Code –
Design, Construction, Installation, Supervision, Maintenance and Inspection of Plumbing must be
followed when designing and constructing residential and commercial plumbing and pipes.
Sec. 34-6. Construction standards; codes adopted. (City of Superior Sewer Use Ordinance)
State plumbing code adopted. The provisions and regulations of Wis. Stats. chs. 101 and
145, and Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapters SPS 325 and 381—387 are hereby made
a part of this chapter by reference and shall extend over and govern all plumbing installed,
altered, repaired and presently existing in the city. Any further amendments, revisions and
modifications of said Wisconsin Statutes and Wisconsin Administrative Code herein
adopted are intended to be made part of this chapter.
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State Sewerage System Code(s) – Department of Natural Resources Chapter NR 110,
Wisconsin Administrative Code – Sewerage Systems must be followed when designing and
constructing sewage systems.
Sec. 34-6. Construction standards; codes adopted.
The city adopts the following codes as minimum standards of construction for dwellings,
public buildings, places of employment and other structures as specifically mentioned and
also the installation of electrical, plumbing, mechanical, heating, ventilating, air
conditioning and other systems and equipment associated with these structures or
premises. The adoption of these codes recognizes the intent of the State of Wisconsin to
provide for a uniformity of standards within the state. The adoption of these codes is
required by the State of Wisconsin to provide for a transfer of jurisdiction allowing the city
to administer and enforce these codes.
Certain other codes are administered and enforced directly by the State of Wisconsin, not
the City of Superior. Examples of some of the other codes administered by the state are
the Wisconsin State Boiler Code (SPS 341), the Wisconsin State Elevator Code (SPS 318),
and the Wisconsin State Public Swimming Pool Code (SPS 390).
The City of Superior and the State of Wisconsin recognize the need for different standards
for different classification of structures. Therefore the following codes are adopted as
they apply to separate types or classifications of structures or installations therein.
(a) Uniform dwelling code adopted. The administrative code provisions describing and
defining regulations with respect to one- and two-family dwellings in Chapters SPS
320 through 325 of the Wisconsin Administrative Code are hereby adopted and by
reference made a part of this chapter as if fully set forth herein. Any act required to
be performed or prohibited by an administrative code provision incorporated herein
by reference is required or prohibited by this chapter. Any future amendments,
revisions or modification of the administrative code provisions incorporated herein
are intended to be made part of this chapter to secure uniform statewide regulation
of one- and two-family dwellings in this city. A copy of these administrative code
provisions and any future amendments shall be kept on file in the office of the
building inspector.
(b) State commercial building code adopted. Chapters SPS 360—366, Wisconsin
Administrative Code (Wisconsin State Commercial Building Code for multi-family
dwellings, public buildings and places of employment) and Chapters SPS 375—379
are hereby adopted and made a part of this chapter with respect to those classes of
buildings to which this building code specifically applies. Any future amendments,
revisions and modifications of said Chapters SPS 360—366 and 375—379
incorporated herein are intended to be made a part of this construction code. A copy
of said Chapters SPS 360—366 and 375—379 and amendments thereto shall be kept
on file in the office of the building inspector.
(c) State plumbing code adopted. The provisions and regulations of Wis. Stats. chs. 101
and 145, and Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapters SPS 325 and 381—387 are
hereby made a part of this chapter by reference and shall extend over and govern all
plumbing installed, altered, repaired and presently existing in the city. Any further
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amendments, revisions and modifications of said Wisconsin Statutes and Wisconsin
Administrative Code herein adopted are intended to be made part of this chapter. A
copy of these administrative code provisions and any future amendments shall be
kept on file in the office of the building inspector.

Local municipal code requirements
Local communities may have their own set of standards and requirements, specific to community
needs, in the design and construction of building plumbing and sewerage systems.
The City of Superior ESD has local standards that are at state standards or more restrictive. ESD’s
Minimum Standards for Gravity Sewer Construction or ESD’s standard specifications are examples
of requirements that contain state requirements or are more restrictive as in the case of the
minimum pipe slopes.

5.3

Who designs the sewer system and what standards are followed? Who inspects sewer
construction work and what procedures are followed?

Check those that apply below and identify the standards and procedures that are
followed for each.

Municipal employees for sewer design work
The City of Superior ESD Engineering Staff develop and design replacement, repair, and new sewer
plans and specifications/contracts according to applicable codes and construction standards that
account for the needs of the City as well as the State and Federal requirements. Quality control of
new construction assures proper performance of the asset.

Municipal employees for sewer construction inspection work
The City of Superior ESD Engineering Staff perform field inspections of projects assure the
construction is in conformance with applicable codes and constructions standards that account for
the needs of the City as well as the State and Federal requirements. The goal is to provide
guidance to ensure proper documentation and implementation of sewer system and water
management structure construction projects to meet all applicable local, state and federal
regulations. This information is used in a number of ways for a number of purposes ranging from
code enforcement and compliance, to sewer system and water management structure planning,
hydraulic analysis, I/I reduction, stormwater management, mapping, routine maintenance,
infrastructure condition analysis and for predicting current and long term infrastructure needs.

Contracted services for sewer design work
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The City of Superior ESD contracts with consultants to evaluate alternatives on preliminary design
and detailed design for projects which require a specialized scope or projects where there is not
enough staff allocated time.
The City of Superior’s Sewer Use Ordinance, Part II, Code of Ordinances, Chapter 2 –
Administration, Article IX. Bid Procedure for Certain City Purchases, discusses the City of
Superior’s bid procedure for purchases of services. The Sewer Use Ordinance can be
found at the following location:
https://library.municode.com/HTML/13990/level3/PTIICOOR_CH2AD_ARTIXBIPRCEPU.ht
ml

Contracted services for sewer construction inspection work
A contracted service for sewer construction inspection work typically is contracted to
consultants on projects that were designed by consultants. If the project was not
designed by consultants under contract, then City of Superior Engineering Staff prepare
the plans and specifications and will typically inspect the project.
The City of Superior’s Sewer Use Ordinance, Part II, Code of Ordinances, Chapter 2 –
Administration, Article IX. Bid Procedure for Certain City Purchases, discusses the City of
Superior’s bid procedure for purchases of services. The Sewer Use Ordinance can be
found at the following location:
https://library.municode.com/HTML/13990/level3/PTIICOOR_CH2AD_ARTIXBIPRCEPU.ht
ml
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SECTION 6 – OVERFLOW EMERGENCY RESPONSE PLAN
6.0

Excerpt from WDNR CMOM Guidance.

6.1

City of Superior’s Overflow Emergency Response Plan
The City of Superior, ESD has an Emergency Response Plan in place for each unanticipated collection
system event. ESD is in the process of developing an Overflow Emergency Response Plan with written
procedures for responding to various collection system emergencies. Detailed records of emergencies and
responses have been documented; however, ESD is updating the written procedures and public
notification requirements. The plan will be regularly reviewed and revised in response to the adequacy of
past emergency actions.

6.2

Emergency Capacity
Check those items which you have in place.
Alarm system and routine testing
A.

All 16 of ESD’s Lift Stations, all of the CSTP’s, and the control structure have telemetry for
communication failures and other failures such as, pump failures. They also have visible
alarms on the control panels to signal failures.

B.

Each alarm system is tested on annual preventive maintenance work orders by the operator
whom is conducting the inspection for the work order.

Emergency equipment
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A.

ESD owns two back-up generators, one 50 KW generator and one 100 KW generator. All of
the Lift Stations are configured for generator hook-up. CSTP (Combined Sewer Treatment
Plant) #2 has a generator that runs the bar screens and CSTP #5 and CSTP #6 do not need
any power to receive flow.

B.

ESD owns one (1) Thompson Portable Pump. Currently four Lift Stations have been
configured with auxiliary piping for the Thompson Pump during wet weather events, if
needed. These Lift Stations are Lift Station #4, #5, #6, and #9. The output of the Thompson
Pump depends on the size of the force main that it is pumping into. It will pump
approximately 1000 GPM at Lift Stations #5 and approximately 730 GPM at Lift Station #6.

C.

ESD has two 2100 Combination Vactor Trucks

D.

ESD has three Lift Station Basins to provide wet weather storage as needed.

E.

Lift Station #5 has a basin size of 60,000 c.f., Lift Station #6 has a basin size of
265,000 c.f., and Lift Station #7 has a basin size of 125,000 c.f. Lift Station’s 1, 2, 3,
5, 6, and 7 have storage in excess of 24 hours daily flow.
ESD has three combined sewer treatment plants (CSTP’s), which provide storage during wet
weather events.
CSTP #5 has a basin size of 6.5 MG, CSTP #6 has a basin size of 13 MG and CSTP #2 has a
basin size of 18 MG of volume between the normal basin level and the emergency spillway.
Contained below is from our CSO LTCP Section 5.3 and summarizes our CSTP’s.
During dry weather all combined sewage flows directly to the main treatment
plant for processing. During wet weather high flow conditions, if the capacity of
the combined sewer system is exceeded, all combined sewage treatment plants
have the ability to collect excess flow into storage basins. These basins hold the
excess flow until it can be transported to the main treatment plant for further
processing.
If high flow persists, the combined sewage continues to collect in the storage basin
until it reaches a predefined set point. The Combined Sewage Treatment Plant is
then brought on line for processing the sewage before discharge along permitapproved outfall sites. Under extreme or extended wet weather conditions, all
transport and treatment systems are fully utilized, but if the storage basin capacity
is exceeded, it will overflow through a basin overflow structure. This is necessary
to relieve the sewer system once all treatment measures have been exhausted and
threats to sewer flooding of homes and property is imminent. Combined sewage
overflow events occur less than an average of four events per year but may occur
up to six times per year with Department approval. All overflows receive primary
clarification and comply with the nine minimum controls. As the wet weather
event subsides, the CSTP’s are brought off line and the remaining combined
wastewater is routed to the Main Treatment Facility for processing. The maximum
storage and treatment capacity of all Combined Sewage Treatment Plants is
estimated at approximately 144 million gallons and the daily treatment capacity is
approximately 103 million gallons per day. CSTP 2 provides preliminary treatment,
phosphorus control with ferric chloride, primary settling, aeration, and
disinfection. CSTP’s 5 and 6 provide preliminary treatment and 2-stage primary
settling. Full descriptions of the form and function of these facilities can be found
in the City of Superior WWTP Operation and Maintenance Manuals.
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Emergency Procedures
A.

□

ESD’s Response to Overflows:
1.

Interception and rerouting of untreated or partially treated wastewater around the
point of failure, if that failure is in the sewage collection system.

2.

Uses of Vacuum trucks or other appropriate mechanisms to recover as much of the
wastewater discharged as possible and properly dispose of such wastewater and
wash down water.

3.

Cleanup of debris at the overflow site.

4.

Adequate sampling to determine the amount, characteristics and impact of the
overflow.

Mutual Aid Agreements
Communications/Notifications (DNR, Internal, Public, Media, etc.)
A.

Public Notification (Local DNR, local drinking water utility, local health agency, media, etc.)
1.

ESD notifies the local DNR department by telephone, fax or email as soon as
practicable, but no later than 24 hours from the time our division becomes aware of
the overflow. NR 210.21 (3) (a)

2.

ESD prepares and delivers to the local DNR representative, no later than five days
from the time that our division becomes aware of the overflow, the information
identified in NR 210 (3) (b) using the department form number 3400-184. If an
overflow lasts for more than five days, an initial report shall be submitted within 5
days as required in NR 210 and an updated report submitted following cessation of
the overflow. At a minimum, the information shall meet the requirements of NR 210
(3) (b) 1-11.

3.

ESD Staff Responsible for notifying local DNR of overflow occurrence:
a.

Wastewater Operators & Engineering Manager

b. Laboratory Supervisor (24-hour notification only)
c.
B.

Collection System Operations & Engineering Manager

ESD Staff Responsible for notifying and communicating with external agencies, the public
and the media during emergencies:
1.

Wastewater Operators & Engineering Manager

2.

Collection System Operations & Engineering Manager

Lessons Learned
A.

ESD Staff internally review every SSO occurrence with the Investigative Event
Documentation/GAP Analysis Form. After an SSO occurrence the CMOM Engineering
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Technician conducts a meeting with ESD Management to review any corrective actions that
may need to be implemented for the event. Concurring meetings may be scheduled
dependent on the corrective actions implemented.
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SECTION 7 – CAPACITY ASSURANCE
7.0

Excerpt from WDNR CMOM Guidance.

7.1

City of Superior’s Sewer System Capacity Assurance
The City’s CMOM Program includes an assessment of the adequacy of the collection system to convey
wastewater for new connections. It also reviews the system’s current flow to determine where your
trouble spots are located. Identifying problem areas allows the City to make the necessary repairs and
improvements, or, at the very least, identify areas to be cleaned and maintained on a specific schedule so
that flow capacity is maximized.

7.2

Capacity Assurance
Check those documents you have.
Current and up-to-date sewer map
A.

ESD continually updates the GIS Sewer Basemap. Engineering Technicians and the Sewer
Collection Crew bring back information from the field for the GIS Editor to modify in the
base map. This information is updated onto the server for everyone to access. In addition
to this, maps are printed for field and office staff on an annual basis.

Sewer system plans and specifications
A.

The City of Superior has Detailed Design Plans for the Original Sewers dating back to 1887
which are scanned and stored as digital copies on the server. They are linked into GIS
polygons. Not every plan is available.
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B.

As new projects are completed and contractor projects are accepted, the as-built drawings
information is updated and stored within GIS and the Plans and Specifications folder on the
server for everyone to access.

Manhole location map
A.

All manholes (Storm, Combined, and Sanitary) are identified within GIS with labels.

Lift station pump and wet well capacity information
A.

Lift Station pump curves and wet well capacity information is available in the O&M
documents and on the As-built drawings located on the server.

Lift station O&M manuals
A.

7.3

Lift Station O&M Manuals are available on the O&M Manuals folder on the server.
\\ESDFILESERVER\O&M Manuals\Lift Stations

Check those items you have identified within your sewer system

Areas with flat sewers
ESD’s GIS Sewer Basemap includes slope, GPS survey points, and design plans that are linked
within the basemap which are all used for validation.

□
□
□

Areas with surcharging

Areas with bottlenecks or constrictions

Areas with chronic basement backups or SSO’s
The City does not have any ongoing SSO’s within the gravity system.
Lift Stations 5 & 6 are recurring SSO locations. The City is consistently working towards the goal
of eliminating SSO’s. Work the City has performed has reduced the likelihood and severity of
nd
overflows. This work in recent years has included projects such as the East 2 Street corridor lift
station upgrades, planning and construction of significant improvements at the main treatment
facility to increase treatment volume during high flow conditions and the installation of
stormwater quality basins and storm sewers in combined sewer areas.
nd

To address recurring overflows along the East 2 Street corridor the City undertook a series of
lift station replacements at Lift Stations 5, 6, and 7 to improve pumping capability and to provide
wet weather storage. The most recent of these replacements at Lift Station 6 provided for an
additional 1.9 million gallons of wet weather storage. Overflows along this corridor have been
reduced in both frequency and in volume of discharge. Improvement work is continuing at these
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lift stations with the goal of eliminating wet weather overflows along this corridor. Continuing
improvements include the optimization of pumping capacity at Lift Station 5 which provides an
additional 0.6 to 0.8 MGD of throughput and reduces reliance on upstream storage. There is also
close monitoring of flow levels during wet weather events and the use of mobile pumping
equipment to supplement lift station pumping and lessen the likelihood or volume of an
overflow. Added pumping capacity during the past year at Lift Stations 5 and 6 allowed upstream
nd
lift stations to operate at capacity, further enhancing the throughput downstream in the East 2
Street corridor. This improvement alleviated the conveyance bottleneck associated with the East
nd
2 Street Interceptor. Projects are underway to further optimize flow through these Lift
Stations. Additional options are now being analyzed for the Lift Stations to optimize more flow
through the interceptors to the Main Plant.
In addition to work at Lift Stations 5, 6, and 7, the City is working on numerous initiatives to
increase through-capacity at the main treatment facility. Increasing treatment volume translates
to a more rapid dewatering of the collection system, lower hydraulic levels and less likelihood of
an overflow. The ‘Headworks’ project is a multiphase approach to expanding storage and
treatment at the main facility. The first phase of the project included a new diversion chamber
with automated control upstream of the main facility. The new chamber chamber and control
increases the City’s ability to manage and optimize flow to the treatment facilities during wet
weather. Activated sludge improvements and replacing the fine screens for the raw influent are
underway at the main facility. These projects at the main facility will improve performance and
the ability to treat higher flow rates during wet weather events and bring the City substantially
closer to elimination of overflows.
The City has undertaken combined sewer relief projects in South Superior stormwater project
combined sewer relief projects in South Superior and Billings Park. The South Superior
stormwater project includes a water quality basin and storm sewer network that keeps surface
runoff out of the combined sanitary sewer. Flows are conveyed to a wet detention basin
designed to allow particles to settle out of the stormwater before it is released to the
environment. Likewise, construction of a basin and stormsewers in Billings Park provides relief to
the combined sewer systems in that area. The South Superior and the Billings Park projects have
respectively provided for clear water separation for 285 and 130 acres.
Four overflows in 2013 were the result of lift station forcemain breaks. The forcemain serving
Lift Station 4 contributed two overflows in 2013 and has been a source of overflow occurrences
in previous years. The City has undertaken a project to evaluate repair/replacement options for
the force main. Preliminary design is complete and detailed design is underway on a project to
replace the aging pipeline. The proposed project is to install by directional drilling approximately
2800 feet of HDPE pipe. Once complete the forcemain will be mitigated as a potential overflow
concern. Lessons learned from replacement of the Lift Station 4 forcemain will be used to plan
and prioritize future forcemain projects.

Areas with excess debris, solids or grease accumulation
The City has a Semi-Annual Run and Weekly Run vactor checks to clean excess debris, solids
and/or grease accumulation. It is linked to GIS by Facility_ID, which is ESD’s manhole number.

Areas with heavy root growth
The City’s root cutting schedule linked by Facility_ID in GIS, which is ESD’s manhole number.
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□
□
□

Areas with excessive infiltration/inflow (I/I)
Manhole Inspections Database and photos are linked into GIS system. Areas with suspected I/I
are inspected with manhole inspections and televising and entered into the Manhole Inspection
Database and CCTV database, which are linked with GIS. Photos are entered into the linkable
folders. If further inspections are needed, then smoke testing, dye testing, and flow monitoring
are pursued. These are also linked into GIS.

Sewers and manholes with severe corrosion

ESD has no known areas with severe corrosion due to hydrogen sulfide.

Sewers with severe defects that affect flow capacity
Adequacy of capacity for new connections
Lift Station capacity and/or pumping problems
Lift Stations 5 & 6 are recurring SSO locations. The City is consistently working towards the goal
of eliminating SSO’s. Work the City has performed has reduced the likelihood and severity of
nd
overflows. This work in recent years has included projects such as the East 2 Street corridor lift
station upgrades, planning and construction of significant improvements at the main treatment
facility to increase treatment volume during high flow conditions and the installation of
stormwater quality basins and storm sewers in combined sewer areas.
nd

To address recurring overflows along the East 2 Street corridor the City undertook a series of
lift station replacements at Lift Stations 5, 6, and 7 to improve pumping capability and to provide
wet weather storage. The most recent of these replacements at Lift Station 6 provided for an
additional 1.9 million gallons of wet weather storage. Overflows along this corridor have been
reduced in both frequency and in volume of discharge. Improvement work is continuing at these
lift stations with the goal of eliminating wet weather overflows along this corridor. Continuing
improvements include the optimization of pumping capacity at Lift Station 5 which provides an
additional 0.6 to 0.8 MGD of throughput and reduces reliance on upstream storage. There is also
close monitoring of flow levels during wet weather events and the use of mobile pumping
equipment to supplement lift station pumping and lessen the likelihood or volume of an
overflow. Added pumping capacity during the past year at Lift Stations 5 and 6 allowed upstream
nd
lift stations to operate at capacity, further enhancing the throughput downstream in the East 2
Street corridor. This improvement alleviated the conveyance bottleneck associated with the East
nd
2 Street Interceptor. Projects are underway to further optimize flow through these Lift
Stations. Additional options are now being analyzed for the Lift Stations to optimize more flow
through the interceptors to the Main Plant.
In addition to work at Lift Stations 5, 6, and 7, the City is working on numerous initiatives to
increase through-capacity at the main treatment facility. Increasing treatment volume translates
to a more rapid dewatering of the collection system, lower hydraulic levels and less likelihood of
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an overflow. The ‘Headworks’ project is a multiphase approach to expanding storage and
treatment at the main facility. The first phase of the project included a new diversion chamber
with automated control upstream of the main facility. The new chamber and control increases
the City’s ability to manage and optimize flow to the treatment facilities during wet weather.
Activated sludge improvements and replacing the fine screens for the raw influent are underway
at the main facility. These projects at the main facility will improve performance and the ability
to treat higher flow rates during wet weather events and bring the City substantially closer to
elimination of overflows.
Four overflows in 2013 were the result of lift station forcemain breaks. The forcemain serving
Lift Station 4 contributed two overflows in 2013 and has been a source of overflow occurrences
in previous years. The City has undertaken a project to evaluate repair/replacement options for
the force main. Preliminary design is complete and detailed design is underway on a project to
replace the aging pipeline. The proposed project is to install by directional drilling approximately
2800 feet of HDPE pipe. Once complete the forcemain will be mitigated as a potential overflow
concern. Lessons learned from replacement of the Lift Station 4 forcemain will be used to plan
and prioritize future forcemain projects.

Wet weather relief points or overflow structures (if any)
A.

B.

ESD has three Lift Station Basins to provide wet weather storage as needed.
Lift Station #5 has a basin size of 60,000 c.f., Lift Station #6 has a basin size of
265,000 c.f., and Lift Station #7 has a basin size of 125,000 c.f. Lift Station’s 1, 2, 3,
5, 6, and 7 have storage in excess of 24 hours daily flow.
ESD has three combined sewer treatment plants (CSTP’s), which provide storage and
treatment during wet weather events.
CSTP #5 has a basin size of 6.5 MG, CSTP #6 has a basin size of 13 MG and CSTP #2 has a
basin size of 18 MG of volume between the normal basin level and the emergency spillway.
Contained below is from our CSO LTCP Section 5.3 and summarizes our CSTP’s.
During dry weather all combined sewage flows directly to the main treatment
plant for processing. During wet weather high flow conditions, if the capacity of
the combined sewer system is exceeded, all combined sewage treatment plants
have the ability to collect excess flow into storage basins. These basins hold the
excess flow until it can be transported to the main treatment plant for further
processing.
If high flow persists, the combined sewage continues to collect in the storage basin
until it reaches a predefined set point. The Combined Sewage Treatment Plant is
then brought on line for processing the sewage before discharge along permitapproved outfall sites. Under extreme or extended wet weather conditions, all
transport and treatment systems are fully utilized, but if the storage basin capacity
is exceeded, it will overflow through a basin overflow structure. This is necessary
to relieve the sewer system once all treatment measures have been exhausted and
threats to sewer flooding of homes and property is imminent. Combined sewage
overflow events occur less than an average of four events per year but may occur
up to six times per year with Department approval. All overflows receive primary
clarification and comply with the nine minimum controls. As the wet weather
event subsides, the CSTP’s are brought off line and the remaining combined
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wastewater is routed to the Main Treatment Facility for processing. The maximum
storage and treatment capacity of all Combined Sewage Treatment Plants is
estimated at approximately 144 million gallons and the daily treatment capacity is
approximately 103 million gallons per day. CSTP 2 provides preliminary treatment,
phosphorus control with ferric chloride, primary settling, aeration, and
disinfection. CSTP’s 5 and 6 provide preliminary treatment and 2-stage primary
settling. Full descriptions of the form and function of these facilities can be found
in the City of Superior WWTP Operation and Maintenance Manuals.
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SECTION 8/9 – ANNUAL SELF AUDIT/SPECIAL STUDIES
8.0

Excerpt from WDNR CMOM Guidance.

8.1

City of Superior’s Annual Self Audit & Special Studies
The success of the City’s CMOM Program depends upon the careful review of the CMOM Program
annually. Analysis should be performed on improvements and successes that have been seen, where
budgeted money was most effective, and areas that need improvement to meet compliance.
The Compliance Maintenance Annual Report (CMAR) Collection System section is, in part, an annual selfevaluation or audit of the collection system CMOM Program. Once the data is entered in the CMAR, trend
graphs can be created representing the annual performance compared to previous year’s performance. In
theory, an effective O&M Program over time should result in a reduction in I/I (peaking factors), SSO’s,
basement backups, complaints, and equipment and pipe failures.
In addition to this written CMOM Program, the City of Superior’s WPDES Wastewater Permit Section 8.6
requires Semi Annual Reports for the Capacity, Management, Operations, and Maintenance Plan (CMOM)
every six months, which audits every supporting ESD Program to the CMOM Program and describes the
status of the measurable actions within the program. If the program is not meeting the measurable action,
then the corrective actions are identified and reported within the audit.

8.2

City of Superior’s Collection System Performance Indicators
Lift Station Failures (failures/lift stations/year)
Description: A Lift Station Failure is a condition that results in station overflows or an unacceptable
surcharge of the collection system.
The Lift Station Failure for 2013 is 0.06 failures/lift stations/2013.
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In 2013, the City of Superior, ESD collection system experience one (1) Lift Station failure within a
total of 16 Lift Stations.

Sewer Pipe Failures (pipe failures/sewer mile/year)
Description: A sewer pipe failure is a pipe which has lost its structural integrity as evidenced by
total or partial collapse (loss of 50% of pipe area or 25% of pipe wall around any circumference).
The Sewer Pipe Failure for 2013 is 0.03 pipe failures/sewer mile/2013.
In 2013, the City of Superior, ESD collection system experienced four (4) broken pipe failures within
the total service area of 150 miles.
Sanitary Sewer Overflows (number/sewer mile/year)
Description: Sanitary sewer overflow means a discharge, spill, release or diversion of wastewater
to a water of the state or to the ground surface from a sanitary sewage collection system prior to
the point the collection system enters the wastewater treatment works. This does not include
basement backups.
The Sanitary Sewer Overflows for 2013 is 0.08 SSO’s/sewer mile/year.
In 2013, The City of Superior, ESD experienced 12 sewer overflows. The total service area of
Superior is 150 miles.
Basement Backups (number/sewer mile)
Description: Basement Backup means sewage in the basement of any public or private building
caused by blockage or by excess water entering in the publicly owned sewage collection system.
An accumulation of sewage in a basement caused by blockage or failure of the building lateral shall
not be considered a basement backup. Sewer system blockage means the structural collapse of a
sewer or an accumulation of material in a sewer such that the sewage flow is slowed down or
stopped from flowing down the sewer pipe.
The Basement Backups for 2013 is 0.01/sewer mile.
In 2013, The City of Superior, ESD experienced one (1) basement backup within the collection
system. The total service area of Superior is 150 miles.
Complaints (number/sewer mile)
Description: A customer complaint related to the performance of the municipal collection system,
including issues such as backups, overflows, and loose manhole covers. Odor complaints are not
to be included unless directly related to a problem with the sanitary sewer.
The Complaints for 2013 is 0.05 Complaints/sewer mile.
In 2013, The City of Superior, ESD responded eight (8) customer complaints. The total service area
of Superior is 150 miles.
Peaking Factor Ratio (Peak Monthly: Annual Daily Average)
The Monthly Peak Factor Ratio for 2013 is 2.0:1, calculated as follows:
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For 2013, the largest monthly volume of treated flow was recorded in April. The sum of the flows
through the WWTP, CSTP 2, CSTP 5, and CSTP 6 was 309.9 million gallons (180.0 MG + 110.0 MG +
13.2 MG + 6.7 MG, respectively); averaging 10.3 MGD. The total treated volume for 2013 is 1.87
billion gallons, averaging 5.1 MGD. The resulting ratio of peak to average is 2.0:1 (10.3/5.1).
Please note that the City of Superior operates a combined sewer system that will experience
substantially higher peak to average ratios than separated sewer systems. Although Peaking
Factor Ratios may not be applicable as an indicator of collection system performance for combined
sewer systems, the calculations are included for completeness.
Peaking Factor Ratio (Peak Hourly: Annual Daily Average)
The Hourly Peak Factor Ratio for 2013 is approximately 13.5:1, calculated as follows:
Peak recorded discharges from CSTP 2 in May and June of 2013 sustained approximately 59 MGD
for the peak hour. The main WWTP recorded flows during the same periods ranged from 6 to 9
MGD, averaging approximately 7 MGD. The sum of these flows is approximately 66 MGD. Using
the peak average daily flow of 5.1 MGD calculated above results in a ratio of peak hour to average
flow of 12.9:1.
The City of Superior operates a combined sewer system that will experience substantially higher
peak to average ratios than separated sewer systems. Additionally, peak hourly treatment facility
flows are attenuated by storage capacity at lift stations and at combined sewer treatment
facilities. Although Peaking Factor Ratios may not be applicable as an indicator of collection
system performance for combined sewer systems, the calculations are included for completeness.

8.3

Special Studies
From time to time a utility or municipality may conduct special studies on its
wastewater collection system.
(Check or cite the year of any studies)

□
□
□
□
□

Infiltration/Inflow (I/I) Analysis

Sewer System Evaluation Survey (SSES)

System Evaluation and Capacity Assurance Plan (SECAP)

Lift Station Evaluation Report

Others:
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SECTION 10 – CMAR – COMPLIANCE MAINTENANCE ANNUAL REPORT
10.0 Excerpt from WDNR CMOM Guidance.

10.1 City of Superior’s 2013 Compliance Maintenance Annual Report (CMAR)
The Compliance Maintenance Program is one of the successful cornerstones of the Wisconsin
Department of Natural Resources regulatory Wisconsin Pollutant Discharge Elimination System
(WPDES Program). The web-based Compliance Maintenance Annual Report (CMAR) is a selfevaluation report and grading system for Wisconsin’s domestic wastewater treatment plants and
sanitary sewer systems. Since its beginning in 1987, the Compliance Maintenance Program has
been extremely successful in achieving its purpose of encouraging and, where necessary, requiring
owners of publicly and privately owned domestic wastewater treatment works to take necessary
actions to avoid water quality degradation, and prevent violations of WPDES permit effluent limits
and conditions.
Compliance maintenance promotes an owner’s awareness and responsibility for wastewater
conveyance and treatment needs; maximizes the useful life and performance of treatment works
through improved operation and maintenance; and initiates formal planning, design and
construction to prevent WPDES permit violations. Through a conventional and readily
understandable grading system, the CMAR brings awareness and understanding to governing
officials about wastewater capital and management needs. Most importantly, it fosters
communication among governing officials, operators and the Department about the wastewater
treatment plant and collection system. Governing bodies must review each year’s CMAR and pass
a resolution regarding it. Low grades require recommendations or action plans by the community
to address the cause of any problems or deficiencies and improve the system.
Owners of wastewater treatment facilities, as well as collection systems, including satellite
systems, are required by Wisconsin Administrative Code Chapter NR 208—Compliance
Maintenance to electronically submit an annual report. The Sanitary Sewer Collection System
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section can be found on the next four pages. Performance indicators and trend graphs are
automatically generated as part of this section of the CMAR to help operators evaluate the
success of their CMOM or O&M program. The questions in the CMAR are to guide operators in
developing a CMOM Program, and in the operation & maintenance and financial management of
their collection system.
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COMPLIANCE MAINTENANCE ANNUAL REPORT
Facility Name: Superior Sewage Disposal System

Last Updated:
5/23/2014

Reporting Year: 2013

Sanitary Sewer Collection Systems
Questions
1.

Do you have a Capacity, Management, Operation & Maintenance(CMOM) requirement in your
WPDES permit?
Yes
No

2.

Did you have a documented (written records/files, computer files, video tapes, etc.) sanitary sewer 0
collection system operation & maintenance or CMOM program last calendar year?
Yes (go to question 3)
No (30 points) (go to question 4)

3.

Check the elements listed below that are included in your Operation and Maintenance (O&M) or
CMOM program.:
Goals: Describe the specific goals you have for your collection system:
General Goals: * The sewage collection system is properly managed, operated, and
maintained at all times. * The sewage collection system provides adequate capacity
to convey all peak design flows. * All feasible steps are taken to eliminate excessive
infiltration and inflow as defined in s. NR 110.03 (14), cease sanitary sewer
overflows and sewage treatment facility overflows and mitigate the impact of such
overflows on waters of the state, the environment and public health. * A process is
in place to notify the public and other directly affected parties of any incidents of
overflows from the sewerage system. * Annual reports are submitted in accordance
with provisions of ch. NR 208. Specific Goals: * Revise Draft CMOM Program to
follow Wisconsin CMOM Program Guidance. * Develop and implement an overflow
emergency response plan. * Develop a CMOM Brochure in 2014 to be presented to
customers in utility bills for informational purposes. * Revise Sewer Use Ordinance
to update the local limits for pre-treatment requirements. Develop new local limits by
12/31/2014. Revise Sewer Use Ordinance by 12/31/2015. * Lift Station 4 Force
Main Preliminary Engineering Study and Design. * Budget Lift Station #4 Force
Main Repairs. * Begin construction on WWTP Wet Weather Optimization Projects in
2014. * Perform routine cleaning of all City owned sanitary and combined sewers
once every five years or the cleaning of approximately 30 miles of sewer annually.
In 2014, ESD intends to concentrate on cleaning East End/District 04 and Billing's
Park/District 06. * Perform on average 100 repairs or rehabilitations to sanitary and
combined sewer assets annually. * Inspect all combined and sanitary sewers once
every 15 years at an average of 10 miles of sewers each year. In 2014, ESD's
televising inspection goal is to inspect the round pipes previously not televised
within the last 15 years. This comprises of televising approximately 12 miles of
sanitary and combined sewers in Districts 04 and 06. * Inspect all combined and
sanitary manholes and inlets once every 15 years at an average of 219 structures
per year. In 2014, ESD's manhole inspection goal is to inspect 219 combined and
sanitary structures in Districts 3A and 06. * Flow Monitor East 2nd Street
Interceptor, Faxon Interceptor, East 2nd Street Relief Sewer in 2014 to analyze the
effects of the East 2nd Street Relief Sewer Control Structure Project constructed in
2012-2014. * Perform Smoke Test of the Faxon Interceptor from North 21ST Street
to North 28TH Street in 2014.
Organization: Do you have the following written organizational elements (check only
those that you have):
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COMPLIANCE MAINTENANCE ANNUAL REPORT
Facility Name: Superior Sewage Disposal System
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Sanitary Sewer Collection Systems (Continued)
Ownership and governing body description
Organizational chart
Personnel and position descriptions
Internal communication procedures
Public information and education program
Legal Authority: Do you have the legal authority for the following (check only those that
apply):
10/01/2013
Sewer use ordinance Last Revised MM/DD/YYYY
Pretreatment/Industrial control Programs
Fat, Oil and Grease control
Illicit discharges (commercial, industrial)
Private property clear water (sump pumps, roof or foundation drains, etc)
Private lateral inspections/repairs
Service and management agreements
Maintenance Activities: details in Question 4
Design and Performance Provisions: How do you ensure that your sewer system is
designed and constructed properly?
State plumbing code
DNR NR 110 standards
Local municipal code requirements
Construction, inspection and testing
Others:
Plans and specifications based upon State of Wisconsin Department of
Transportation Standard Specifications for Highway and Structure Construction and
Standard Specifications for Sewer and Water Construction in Wisconsin, Sixth
Edition.
Overflow Emergency Response Plan: Does your emergency response capability
include (check only those that you have):
Alarm system and routine testing
Emergency equipment
Emergency procedures
Communications/Notifications (DNR, Internal, Public, Media etc)
Capacity Assurance: How well do you know your sewer system? Do you have the
following?
Current and up-to-date sewer map
Sewer system plans and specifications
Manhole location map
Lift station pump and wet well capacity information
Lift station O&M manuals
Within your sewer system have you identified the following?
Areas with flat sewers
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Sanitary Sewer Collection Systems (Continued)
Areas with surcharging
Areas with bottlenecks or constrictions
Areas with chronic basement backups or SSO's
Areas with excess debris, solids or grease accumulation
Areas with heavy root growth
Areas with excessive infiltration/inflow (I/I)
Sewers with severe defects that affect flow capacity
Adequacy of capacity for new connections
Lift station capacity and/or pumping problems
Annual Self-Auditing of your O&M/CMOM Program to ensure above components are
being implemented, evaluated, and re-prioritized as needed.
Special Studies Last Year(check only if applicable):
Infiltration/Inflow (I/I) Analysis
Sewer System Evaluation Survey (SSES)
Sewer Evaluation and Capacity Managment Plan (SECAP)
Lift Station Evaluation Report
Others:
4.

Did your sanitary sewer collection system maintenance program include the following
maintenance activities? Complete all that apply and indicate the amount maintained:

Cleaning

25.3

% of system/year

Root Removal

1.6

% of system/year

Flow Monitoring

7

% of system/year

Smoke Testing

0

% of system/year

Sewer Line Televising

2.8

% of system/year

Manhole Inspections

6.7

% of system/year

Lift Station O&M

9.4

# per L.S/year

Manhole Rehabilitation

3.3

% of manholes rehabed

Mainline Rehabilitation

0.7

% of sewer lines rehabed

Private Sewer Inspections

0.6

% of system/year

Private Sewer l/l Removal

0.5

% of private services

Please include additional comments about your sanitary sewer collection system below:
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Sanitary Sewer Collection Systems (Continued)
The City of Superior wastewater collection system includes a publicly separated sanitary
system as well as a combined sanitary and stormwater system. Maintenance activity
calculations are based upon a sanitary and combined sewer system of 154 miles and 3285
structures. Significant rain events are taken into consideration when evaluating the reported
number of Basement Backup Occurrences and the reported Number of Complaints. During
significant events the design capacity of the sewer system is exceeded. The system meets the
performance standard as stated in the definition for Number of Complaints. Calls received
from customers during these periods are not related to a performance issue. Additionally,
during these events it is indeterminate whether a basement backup or a complaint is
generated due to surcharging of the municipal collection system, due to private plumbing
concerns or due to a combination of both. For these reasons of performance and
accurateness, the Basement Backup Occurrences reported and the Number of Complaints
reported exclude those occurring during significant rain events.
5.

Provide the following collection system and flow information for the past year:

31.91

Total Actual Amount of Precipitation Last Year

29.78

Annual Average Precipitation (for your location)

154

Miles of Sanitary Sewer

16

Number of Lift Stations

1

Number of Lift Station Failure

4

Number of Sewer Pipe Failures

1

Number of Basement Backup Occurrences

8

Number of Complaints

3.97

Average Daily Flow in MGD

6.00

Peak Monthly Flow in MGD(if available)
Peak Hourly Flow in MGD(if available)

LIST OF SANITARY SEWER OVERFLOWS (SSO) REPORTED
Date

Location

Cause

Estimated
Volume (MG)

1.

4/2/2013
11:00:00 AM
to 4/2/2013
11:20:00 AM

Sewer forcemain MH010179-LS#4 located at USH 53
between Cumming and Baxter Avenues.

Broken Sewer, Broken
Sewer

0.0050

2.

5/21/2013
1:30:00 PM to
5/23/2013
9:50:00 AM

Lift Station No. 5

Rain

0.2512

3.

5/22/2013
10:30:00 AM
to 5/23/2013
9:30:00 AM

Lift Station No. 7

Rain

0.2037
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Sanitary Sewer Collection Systems (Continued)
4.

5/22/2013
12:30:00 PM
to 5/22/2013
1:00:00 PM

Sewer forcemain MH010179, LS#4, located at N 7th
1/2 St. between Cumming and Baxter Avenues

Broken Sewer, Broken
Sewer

0.0010

5.

5/22/2013
9:00:00 PM to
5/25/2013
10:45:00 AM

Lift Station No. 6

Rain

0.5348

6.

6/21/2013
8:30:00 AM to
6/22/2013
3:30:00 PM

Lift Station No. 5

Rain

2.6912

7.

6/21/2013
7:00:00 AM to
6/21/2013
2:00:00 PM

Manhole MH3A0246 located at 5th Avenue East, west
of East 7th Street

Rain

0.0126

8.

6/21/2013
7:00:00 AM to
6/21/2013
2:00:00 PM

Manhole MH3A0249 located North of Laurel Avenue
at Gates Street

Rain

0.0126

9.

6/21/2013
7:00:00 AM to
6/21/2013
1:00:00 PM

Manhole MH3B0001 located South of N 21st Street
and East of Grand Avenue

Rain

0.0108

10.

10/21/2013
2:00:00 PM to
10/21/2013
2:30:00 PM

Forcemain MH070111-VV80073, @ East 2nd St and
45th Ave East

Broken Sewer, Broken
Sewer

0.0005

11.

9/13/2013
7:45:00 AM to
9/13/2013
9:00:00 AM

Manhole 060720 - exact times, duration and volume
are estimates.

Equipment Failure

0.0015

12.

10/17/2013
10:00:00 AM
to 10/17/2013
11:00:00 AM

Forcemain MH070111-VV80073, @ East 2nd St and
45th Ave East

Broken Sewer, Broken
Sewer

0.0010

** If there were any SSO's that are not listed above, please contact the DNR and stop work
on this section until corrected.
What actions were taken, or are underway, to reduce or eliminate SSO occurences in the future?
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The City is consistently working towards the goal of eliminating sanitary sewer overflows.
Work the City has performed has reduced the likelihood and severity of overflows. This work
is recent years has included projects such as the East Second Street corridor lift station
upgrades, planning and construction of significant improvements at the main treatment facility
to increase treatment volume during high flow conditions and the installation of stormwater
quality basins and storm sewers in combined sewer areas. To address recurring overflows
along the East Second Street corridor the City undertook a series of lift station replacements
at Lift Stations 5, 6 and 7 to improve pumping capability and to provide wet weather storage.
The most recent of these replacements at Lift Station 6 provided for an additional 1.9 million
gallons of wet weather storage. Overflows along this corridor have been reduced in both
frequency and in volume of discharge. Improvement work is continuing at these lift stations
with the goal of eliminating wet weather overflows along this corridor. Continuing
improvements include the optimization of pumping capacity at Lift Station 5 which provides an
additional 0.6 to 0.8 MGD of throughput and reduces reliance on upstream storage. There is
also close monitoring of flow levels during wet weather events and the use of mobile pumping
equipment to supplement lift station pumping and lessen the likelihood or volume of an
overflow. In addition to work at Lift Stations 5, 6 and 7, the City is working on numerous
initiatives to increase through-capacity at the main treatment facility. Increasing treatment
volume translates to a more rapid dewatering of the collection system, lower hydraulic levels
and less likelihood of an overflow. The 'Headworks' project is a multiphase approach to
expanding storage and treatment at the main facility. The first phase of the project included a
new diversion chamber with automated control upstream of the main facility. The new
chamber and control increases the City's ability to manage and optimize flow to the treatment
facilities during wet weather. Activated sludge improvements and replacing the fine screens
for the raw influent are underway at the main facility. These projects at the main treatment
facility will improve performance and the ability to treat higher flow rates during wet weather
events and bring the City substantially closer to elimination of overflows. The City has
undertaken combined sewer relief projects in South Superior and Billings Park. The South
Superior stormwater project includes a water quality basin and storm sewer network that
keeps surface runoff out of the combined sanitary sewer. Flows are conveyed to a wet
detention basin designed to allow particles to settle out of the stormwater before it is released
to the environment. Likewise, construction of a basin and storm sewers in Billings Park
provides relief to the combined sewer system in that area. The South Superior and the Billings
Park projects have respectively provided for clear water separation for 285 and 130 acres.
Four overflows in 2013 were the result of lift station forcemain breaks. The forcemain serving
Lift Station 4 contributed two overflows in 2013 and has been a source of overflow
occurrences in previous years. The City has undertaken a project to evaluate
repair/replacement options for the force main. Preliminary design is complete and detailed
design is underway on a project to replace the aging pipeline. The proposed project is to
install by directional drilling approximately 2800 feet of HDPE pipe. Once complete the
forcemain will be mitigated as a potential overflow concern. Lessons learned from
replacement of the Lift Station 4 forcemain will be used to plan and prioritize future forcemain
projects.
PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
0.06

Lift Station Failures(failures/ps/year)

0.03

Sewer Pipe Failures(pipe failures/sewer mile/yr)

0.08

Sanitary Sewer Overflows (number/sewer mile/yr)

0.01

Basement Backups(number/sewer mile)

0.05

Complaints (number/sewer mile)
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1.5
Peaking Factor Ratio (Peak Monthly:Annual Daily Average)
0.0
6.

Peaking Factor Ratio(Peak Hourly:Annual daily Average)

Was infiltration/inflow(l/l) significant in your community last year?
Yes
No
If Yes, please describe:
The City of Superior collection system includes a publicly separated sanitary system as well
as a combined sanitary and stormwater system. In the separated sanitary system the public
sources of inflow were addressed by sewer separation, but private sources were not.
Consequently, the City experiences significant contributions to inflow and infiltration from
private sources such as foundation drains as well as from aging, non-watertight building
sewers.

7.

Has infiltration/inflow and resultant high flows affected performance or created problems in your
collection system, lift stations, or treatment plant at any time in the past year?
Yes
No
If Yes, please describe:
Inflow and infiltration affects performance of the sanitary collection system. The City of
Superior is conscious of the serious role inflow and infiltration plays in the performance of the
sanitary collection system.

8.

Explain any infiltration/inflow(l/l) changes this year from previous years?
Efforts as described below continue to identify, measure, and mitigate the impacts of inflow
and infiltration to the collection system.

9.

What is being done to address infiltration/inflow in your collection system?
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Addressing Inflow and Infiltration - Control of inflow and infiltration begins at the design level
and continues through the construction, inspection, maintenance and operation of collection
system facilities. a. Project planning and specifications for City construction projects adhere to
applicable state and federal rules governing sewer construction methods including State of
Wisconsin Department of Transportation Standard Specifications for Highway and Structure
Construction as well as conform to Standard Specifications for Sewer and Water Construction
in Wisconsin. Plans and specifications for construction include inflow and infiltration
prevention measures to exclude clear water from the sewer system. Construction activities are
inspected and monitored to ensure compliance with plans and specifications throughout the
construction phase. b. CCTV inspection of the all combined and sanitary sewers once every
15 years and inspection of all combined and sanitary manholes once every 15 years coupled
with a smoke testing program all work to investigate and identify areas of I/I needing to be
addressed. c. A Stormwater Flood Control Program (SFCP) initiated and managed by the City
is part of a long term approach for planning how the City manages stormwater runoff in an
effort reduce inflow and infiltration and to protect public health, safety, and the environment.
The program addresses private sources of inflow and infiltration by educating property owners
and providing technical and financial assistance with removal of clear water sources from the
sanitary sewer. d. Flow monitoring and analysis of collection system capacity coupled with a
developing hydraulic & hydrologic model demonstrate where inflow and infiltration sources are
significant and are impacting sewer capacity. Information provided by the model will aid in
planning of sewer system modifications. e. Public education programs are designed to inform
of the environmental and fiscal impacts of inflow and infiltration. Programs include, but are not
limited to, rain barrel workshops and rain garden demonstration areas. f. Sewer system
assessment is a continuing process including collection system hydraulic/hydrologic
evaluation, process control and engineering design, long-term CSO control planning and
mechanisms for the identification and reduction of inflow and infiltration sources.

Total Points Generated

0

Score (100 - Total Points Generated)

100

Section Grade

A
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WPDES No.0025593
GRADING SUMMARY
SECTION

LETTER
GRADE

GRADE
POINTS

WEIGHTING
FACTORS

SECTION
POINTS

Influent Loadings

A

4.0

3

12

Effluent Quality:BOD

A

4.0

10

40

Effluent Quality:TSS

A

4.0

5

20

Effluent Quality:P

B

3.0

3

9

Biosolids Mgt.

A

4.0

5

20

Prev.Maintenance.Staffing

A

4.0

1

4

Operator Certification

A

4.0

1

4

Financial Management

A

4.0

1

4

Collection Systems

A

4.0

3

12

32

125

TOTALS
GRADE POINT AVERAGE(GPA)=3.91

3.91

Notes:
A = Voluntary Range
B = Voluntary Range
C = Recommendation Range (Response Required)
D = Action Range (Response Required)
F = Action Range (Response Required)
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